From assessment to implementation to post-production support, Sierra-Cedar is dedicated to delivering high-caliber PeopleSoft solutions to meet your business and organizational needs. What differentiates us is the combination of our highly skilled consultants, our innovative solutions, and our comprehensive set of consulting and managed services tailored to fit the scope of your project and achieve success.

Our clients work with Sierra-Cedar because they seek the size, capacity, reputation, stability, and sophistication which is commonly found in the largest firms, along with the culture, depth of talent, agility, business practices, and pricing which is commonly found in Oracle-focused boutiques. We are the only firm that blends the positive characteristics of the largest firms and the Oracle-focused boutiques. This puts us into a “Category of One.”

Sierra-Cedar has over 20 years of experience delivering PeopleSoft solutions for public sector clients. We provide a complete suite of consulting, managed services, and hosting offerings which are tailored to the needs of each client. Our ability to assist clients in all phases of assessment, planning, deployment, implementations, upgrades, and support has established Sierra-Cedar as a leader in the marketplace. Sierra-Cedar employs hundreds of PeopleSoft consultants who have an average of 13 years of experience, making ours one of the largest practices in the country, and we have the ability to provide our clients with integrated Oracle solutions across a broad range of specialized offerings.

These experienced resources have demonstrated a genuine concern for our success as their first priority, and they have designed and implemented the configuration and business process solutions needed in support of NMDOT’s mission critical systems. They have always been able to furnish the right resource at the right time for us, even when our needs require a “needle in a haystack” or urgent response. Our contracts have been established and managed with the highest level of integrity, and the cost for services is consistently less than what we have paid other firms for less effective resources.
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